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Sink formation algorithms 
Bate, Bonnell & Price (1995)

• Sink particles are small, spherical (normally) accreting objects that are used to 
represent the accretion of mass onto protostars.  They can be done in both 
particle and grid codes!



Sink formation criteria

• A sink is created if 

• Exceeds a density threshold • Clump is bound

• The first dynamic, Lagrangian sink particles were introduced by Bate, Bonnell 
& Price (1995) to model the accretion onto protostars in star formation 
environments.  Federrath et al. (2010) and Hubber et al. (2013) have introduced 
various different criteria

• Doesn’t overlap with existing sink

• Negative acceleration divergence

• Gravitational potential minima

• Hills sphere criteria



Core evolution - Modern day Star Formation
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• For modern day evolution, the core may initially be isothermal and then 
contracts adiabatically

Stamatellos et al. (2007)



Hierarchical fragmentation

• For low-enough densities, the cloud 
remains isothermal

• Therefore the Jeans mass scales as 

• Therefore, the fragmentation scale 
will continue to decrease leading 
to more and more fragmentation

MJ / ⇢�1/2

• Can cause big problems for sink 
formation algorithms.  How do we 
know that a fragment won’t itself 
fragment further?



A minimum mass for (modern-day) Star 
Formation?

• The cloud gets denser it eventually becomes optically thick to its own 
cooling radiation from dust

• Jeans mass now increases with increasing density (approximately adiabatic 
contraction), i.e. there is a minimum Jeans mass
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Sink particles : formation criteria

Low sink density High sink density

Density criterion

Density & potential 
minimum criteria



Core evolution - Early Star Formation
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• For early Pop III star formation, the evolution may be roughly isothermal (or 
with a weaker temperature-density relation)

Omukai et al. (2005)

Jeans mass always 
decreasing with density?



Modelling accretion in sinks : SPH

• Enter the sink accretion radius

• Accretion is modelled by removing particles from the simulation that

• Are gravitationally bound to the sink

• Generally leads to an empty 
‘exclusion’ zone inside the sink that is 
devoid of any SPH particles



Artificial boundary forces

• Particles just outside the accretion radius see no neighbours inside the sink

• All SPH properties are incorrect, in 
particular the hydro forces

• Leads to artificial outward pressure 
gradient, and therefore artificial 
inward hydro force

• BBP95 originally suggested using 
some correction terms to account 
for missing neighbours

• Does not work so well and is not 
used any more (as far as I know)

• Discontinuous sampling of density field



Modelling accretion in sinks : Grid

• Krumholz, McKee & Klein (2004) use 
the Bondi-Hoyle accretion formula 
explicity, modified depending on 
whether the sink radius is larger or 
smaller than the Bondi-Hoyle radius

• In grid codes, accretion is modelled by removing excess gas from cells 
contained within the sink radius

• Federrath et al. (2010) accrete the 
‘excess density’ relative to the 
formation density

• Cannot lead to a vacuum, but can lead 
to over-densities or under-densities



Spherical and disc accretion

tSS =
(GM⇤ Rd)

1/2

↵SS a
2

Spherical accretion Disc accretion

• For sub-grid accretion model, we consider two limiting cases



Computing the accretion timescale

• We compute the ratio of rotational energy to gravitational energy of particles 
inside the sink as an indicator of which limiting case is applicable

• If f = 1, particles are in rotational equilibrium :
• If f = 0, particle motion is purely radial : 

• To deal with intermediate cases that also give the correct limiting behaviour, 
we use 

• The mass accreted in the current timestep is then 



Bondi accretion (Spherical accretion)

• In Bondi accretion, the sonic point defines the radius where the inflow velocity 
is equal to the local sound speed

• Note : For monatomic gases, the 
sonic radius is zero.  Therefore, for 
old sinks the accretion rate is always 
wrong.

• For large radii, the inflow is subsonic (both hydro and gravity forces important)
• For small radii, the inflow is supersonic (only gravity important)

• Old sinks are correct for small radii 
since the lack of hydro forces is 
unimportant.  For large radii, the 
lack of hydro forces leads to 
incorrect accretion rates

• New sinks give correct accretion 
rates for all sink radii



Disc accretion

• Set-up a rotating Bonnor-Ebert sphere and allow it to naturally form a disc 
and a sink particle at the centre.

• What are the differences in the gas properties near and across the sink 
boundary for old and new sinks?



Disc accretion
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Boss-Bodenheimer test : Convergence of sink 
properties

• We use the Boss-Bodenheimer test as a test-case for demonstrating the 
convergence with sink properties using our new sinks



Boss-Bodenheimer test : Convergence of sink 
properties

• For old sinks, the total mass contained in a sink varies greatly depending on 
the formation density, and hence the sink radius.

• For new sinks, although the results vary with resolution (external 
hydrodynamics), they are essentially independent of sink density/radius.

• For larger sinks (same formation density), old sinks have even larger masses, 
but new sinks are still converged at the same masses



Limitations

• Sink formation scale limits how well we can resolve binary star formation
• i.e. cannot resolve tight binary formation
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• Cannot resolve Jeans mass at lower resolution simulations
• i.e. must form sinks at lower resolutions (cannot resolve brown dwarfs and 

makes above binary formation problem worse)



Limitations

• Irreversable!  i.e. once a sink is formed, it cannot be unformed (not without 
horrible hackery)

• Cannot link sub-grid physics to main hydro simulation (e.g. magnetic fields)



Summary

• Introducing during (near) isothermal collapse can lead to spurious fragmentation;  need more stringent 
formation criteria

• Sink particles are introduced into simulations to represent protostar formation

• Safer during (near) adiabatic collapse since the Jeans mass is increasing with increasing density

• New(ish) SPH algorithm (Hubber et al. 2013) generates converged sink properties
• Continuous density field across sink boundary : No artificial boundary forces

• Well-informed sub-grid model; close to that modelled by the hydrodynamics

• Should (in principle) be applicable also to Pop III simulations

• Possible improvements in the future?
• Identify bound clumps (e.g. finding full region of local potential well)
• Specific improvments for (near) isothermal collapse?  

• Merge sinks if they get too close (or replace sink with gas to model close encounters?)


